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Robot-assisted partial nephrectomy is safe and effective for
complex renal masses when performed by experienced surgeons
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The treatment of renal masses continues to evolve. While
in previous surgical generations large and small tumors
were routinely managed by nephrectomy, the modern
paradigm is arguably more refined. The contemporary
approach considers the individual patient’s overall clinical
scenario, preferences, and the characteristics of the tumor
itself. Active surveillance and percutaneous thermal
ablation have been utilized more in recent years, and there
is good evidence to support their employment in certain
clinical scenarios (i.e., smaller, localized tumors) (1).
However, partial or radical nephrectomy remains the
stalwart intervention for larger renal masses or masses
with concerning growth kinetics. The method by which
surgery is undertaken is often surgeon specific, but the role
of minimally invasive surgery has been expanded by both
technology and innovative surgeons.
In the January 2020 edition of European Urology,
Buffi and colleagues reported their multicenter
(Humanitas Clinical and Research Center, Milan, Italy;
Swedish Medical Center, Seattle, USA; Onze-LieveVrouw Hospital, Aalst, Belgium; OLV Robotic Surgery
Institute Academy, Melle, Belgium; San Luigi Gonzaga
Hospital, Turin, Italy) experience of robot-assisted partial
nephrectomy (RAPN) for complex renal tumors (2). We
applaud the authors for this excellent undertaking and
for the effort to advance the management of renal cell
carcinoma. This retrospective study included 255 patients
with highly complex renal tumors, defined as a PADUA
(Preoperative Aspects and Dimensions Used for an
Anatomical) score of ≥10.
The PADUA scoring system was first described in 2009
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and is based on the anatomical relationships between the
tumor and the kidney. In the original study, this score was
used to predict the risk of surgical and medical perioperative
complications following open partial nephrectomy (3).
The score takes into account several factors regarding
the tumor’s anatomic relationships. These include the
categorical tumor size, longitudinal location, endo/
exophyticity, involvement of the renal sinus, lateral/medial
location, anterior/posterior location, and involvement of
the urinary collecting system.
In the present study, the optimal surgical outcome
for partial nephrectomy was assessed by the Margin,
Ischemia, and Complications (MIC) binary system (4). In
this system, an optimal outcome encompasses the absence
of any Clavien-Dindo >2 complications, a warm ischemia
time (WIT) under 20 minutes, and an absence of positive
surgical margins. This outcome was achieved in 68.5%
of patients with PADUA scores of 10 and in 68.2% of
patients with a PADUA score of 11. However, the rate of
an ideal outcome decreased to 40.7% in patients with a
PADUA score of 12-13. The risk of not achieving an ideal
outcome was associated with PADUA scores of 12−13
and male gender (P<0.05 in multivariable analysis). High
grade perioperative complications were noted in 5.1% of
patients. The percentage of patients with a positive margin,
requiring conversion to open surgery, or requiring radical
nephrectomy was <2% for each. The authors concluded
RAPN can be an effective and safe option in complex renal
masses.
The authors acknowledge their unique experience—
“we still believe that RAPN is a complex surgery with a long
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learning curve and should be performed only in high-volume
centers by highly trained urologists.” We agree with the
authors’ commentary. While not all urologists are able to
perform RAPN for complex renal masses, there are several
important takeaways discussed in the manuscript that can be
helpful to the general surgical management of renal masses.
The authors discuss the pre-surgical assessment of renal
mass complexity and intraoperative techniques designed
to increase the chance of successful tumor extirpation.
Moreover, the authors provide guidance and video
instruction for those robotic renal surgeons endeavoring to
expand the indications for RAPN.
Renal mass complexity assessment
It is now generally accepted that the critical assessment
of the complexity of a renal mass should be a standard
practice (5). There are several published “nephrometry”
scores including, but not limited to, PADUA, R.E.N.A.L
nephrometry score (RNS), DAP (diameter-axial-polar),
and C-index (concordance index). No specific scoring
system is perfect in its ability to predict operative or
oncologic events. In the present study, PADUA was used to
standardize the preoperative assessment of tumors. Several
previous comparisons have been made between the RNS
and the PADUA scoring system and have found them to
be comparable in their associations with surgical outcomes
(6-8). However, Borgman et al. found RNS correlated best
with MIC outcomes when compared to PADUA, C-index,
and DAP. Of note, the Borgman et al. study included mostly
open partial nephrectomies (91%) (9). We do not advocate
for a specific metric to be used in clinical and research
discussions, but we would support the use of a measurement
which is understandable to an individual surgeon and the
surgeon’s colleagues.
Tumor size is often used as a simple metric to convey
potential technical complexity and outcomes. As such,
the authors attempted to control for tumor size in their
assessment of the relationship between surgical outcomes
and the PADUA score. While this statistical effort is
important, it is likely that significant collinearity exists
between tumor size and PADUA score; categorical size is a
component of PADUA, after all. Tumor size as a continuous
variable has previously been shown to be an important
independent predictor of surgical outcomes, outperforming
other specific components of RNS (10). A breakdown of the
PADUA scoring components may have illustrated certain
variables which were particularly important to the surgical
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outcomes of RAPN for complex tumors.
The preoperative evaluation of a tumor can likewise
be used to predict histopathologic findings. Buffi et al.
reported an overall rate of benign tumor histology of
17.3%, consistent with other reports (11). They reported
a higher rate (21.8%) of benign findings in those patients
with a PADUA score of 10. In that subset of patients, the
average tumor size was 4.3 cm. In a large, recent series
reported by Bhindi et al., a tumor >4 and ≤5 cm conferred
a benign rate of approximately 10% (12). Further, Bauman
et al. reported in a series of partial nephrectomies that
tumor size, RNS, BMI, and gender were associated with
benign pathology. While significant debate surrounds the
use of preoperative renal biopsy, the findings in the present
study suggest that some patients harboring a tumor with a
PADUA score of 10 may be counseled regarding potential
benefits of biopsy.
Intraoperative techniques
The authors made excellent use of ancillary software and
equipment to improve surgical outcomes in this study.
Minimization of WIT was likely aided by the use of
advanced adjunctive technologies including TilePro, hyperaccuracy 3D reconstruction (HA3D), and near infrared
fluorescence imaging with indocyanine green (ICG) for
selective clamping. While there are efforts to increase access
to HA3D at many sites, very few institutions and surgeons
have access to this technology at present. Instead, surgeons
may take advantage of virtual reality or printed 3D models
to improve several operative outcomes, including operative
time, blood loss, and WIT (13).
Furthermore, partial nephrectomists can use real-time
ultrasound with TilePro (Intuitive Surgical, Sunnyvale,
CA, USA) to identify the tumor and delineate margins.
The Iris system (Intuitive Surgical, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) is
being introduced and can also allow the surgeon to view a
3D segmented model based on CT imaging using TilePro.
Thankfully, TilePro for use with ultrasound and the use
of ICG are more commonly available. These adjuncts can
assist in identification of tumor vasculature for selective
clamping and can guide tumor excision (14,15). We
commonly use both of these tools in our practice.
There are several techniques which have been previously
described in the literature to minimize WIT. Certainly
every safe effort should be made to achieve the lowest
WIT possible, as there is evidence that prolonged WIT
can impact short- and long-term renal function (16). The
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authors reported a commendably low median WIT of 18
minutes. Given the complexity of these tumors a rate of
just 33.7% of patients with a WIT longer than 20 minutes
is likewise impressive. A WIT >20 minutes represents
the most common reason for failure to achieve the MIC
outcome. It is noteworthy, however, that several authors
have demonstrated protected short- and long-term renal
function even with WIT as long as 30 minutes (17). It may
be argued that the “optimal” outcome would have been
achieved more frequently with a less stringent goal for
WIT.
The authors describe some very valuable, if challenging
techniques to minimize the long-term impact of RAPN
on renal function. Approximately 5% of these patients
underwent the procedure using a “zero ischemia” technique,
while another 16.5% underwent selective clamping
only. As described by Gill et al., zero ischemia refers to
the control of higher order, tumor specific vessels using
microsurgical clamps, and does not equate to “off-clamp”
surgery (18). Selective clamping involves the isolation of
accessory arteries and the use of ICG to determine areas
of perfusion. No true off-clamp surgeries were performed
in the experience of Buffi et al., which is intuitive given
the tumor complexity. It bears mentioning that recent
prospective, randomized evidence would suggest that
intermediate-term renal function does not differ between
patients with a relatively short WIT and those with a
WIT of 0 min (i.e., in a true off clamp procedure) (19).
Selective clamping, hilar clamping, and zero ischemia
techniques should be employed without hesitation in these
cases. Briefly, other potential strategies to reduce WIT
in RAPN include: pre-placement of renorrhaphy sutures,
use of a barbed suture for renorrhaphy of the deep tumor
bed, early unclamping, and starting the superficial tumor
excision without the hilum clamped (20).
In summary, the authors have shown us that a robotic
approach is feasible in patients with highly complex renal
tumors, extending the technical advances in the field of
robotic surgery. These patients experienced a low rate
of major complications, good oncologic outcomes, and a
low rate of conversion to radical nephrectomy. Intuitively,
higher PADUA scores (12,13) were related to a lower rate
of achieving an optimal outcome. We believe that the
multi-institutional nature of their study (and the inherent
heterogeneity) is a strength of the study and may provide
optimism for further diffusion of this surgical approach
in complex renal tumors. While this remains a nascent
topic in the literature, a recent study by Garisto and
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colleagues retrospectively compared a series of open and
robotic partial nephrectomies for complex renal masses
as measured by RNS. The authors reported favorable
outcomes with RAPN (21). Moving forward, a prospective
study would be enlightening in terms of outcomes, as
selection bias remains an important factor in retrospective
series. Furthermore, a cost effectiveness analysis could
provide great insight into the potential economic value/
cost of the robotic approach.
The study by Buffi and colleagues is commendable
for its reflection of an advancing surgical practice. While
these results may be reproducible by skilled surgeons
in tertiary centers, we are in agreement that a careful
discussion must be held with these patients regarding
the surgical options. The goal is, of course, to deliver the
best oncologic outcomes in keeping with the surgeon’s
skill set and available resources. RAPN may provide
improvements in blood loss, ischemia time, transfusion
rate, convalescence, and hospital stay (20,21). However,
open partial nephrectomy and minimally invasive radical
nephrectomy remain viable, and in many cases, favorable
options, with similar oncologic outcomes for patients with
complex masses (22,23). Ultimately each patient deserves
an approach considerate of the available data, the patient’s
preferences, and the surgeon’s expertise.
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